
ID  I imagine it, or did someone recently propose a

British Flat Racing Hall of Fame? If they did, let me

wholeheartedly support the idea.

We are often told that what attracts international owners and

horsemen to British horse racing is its unique history, traditions

and folklore. Given the grim reality of the derisory levels of

prize-money and the awful stats on return to owners on their

investments in British horseracing, there must be something

which transcends financial considerations and draws

international investors into our industry.

More to the point, there must be something which compels

these investors to remain involved in British racing even when

they encounter that grim economic reality. It can’t surely be the

music events after racing, or the sight of throngs of young

people seated round tables, situated well away from the track (or

even screens), competing against each other to see how much

Champagne they can consume in an afternoon, or even the

impromptu fisticuffs which seem to break out on a regular basis

at our Summer Saturday feature cards?

I’d argue that it’s the historical aspect of British racing and the

credibility that long traditions confer upon our bloodstock and

racing industries that underpin British racing. To win one of

Britain’s Classics allows an owner, a breeder, a jockey and a

trainer to align themselves (or in the case of a horse, to be

aligned) with those upon whose names history has conferred a

special magic. When someone of the stature of Federico Tesio in

the racing and breeding world asserted that the thoroughbred

exists because of the winning post for the Epsom Derby, it’s

easy to see what history and tradition has done for the status of

that particular race.

Yet little, if any, effort is made by those whose interests lie in

promoting racing to a wider audience to harness the sport’s

heroes, whether human or equine, in promoting the virtues of

going to, and becoming involved in, racing. What stories racing

has to tell, stories which, if presented in imaginative and

exciting ways, would appeal to anyone willing to listen, whether

or not they are interested in racing itself.

Before anyone thinks of directing me to the resource which is

the National Heritage Centre for Horseracing and Sporting Art

in Newmarket, let me highlight the important words in the first

part of this sentence. In Newmarket. Let’s face it, if you take the

trouble to travel all the way to Newmarket (and I’ll never forget

how underwhelmed I was to alight from a train at Newmarket

station when I first visited the town!), you’re probably already

quite keen on Flat racing.

In 2020, a Hall of Fame for racing needs to be an innovative,

imaginative and exciting project. Perhaps it would simply exist

online. However such a project might be developed by those

more imaginative or more skilled in design and social media

than me, the establishment of a Hall of Fame and discussions

about who should be ‘admitted’, and how often, would

encourage an interest in, and debate about British racing’s past,

present and future. With attendances on the racecourse falling,

how can that possibly be a bad thing?
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*********************************************

HE latest edition of Owner & Breeder contains an

important contribution to the continuing debate over

racing’s finances. In his ROA Leader column, the

ROA President Nicholas Cooper argues that “media rights

secrecy is harming the industry.” His is a view with which I

wholeheartedly agree.

Noting the change in the sources of racing’s income in recent

years, and in particular the ‘enormous growth of income from

media rights’, Cooper asserts that the fact that the money from

these rights goes directly to the racecourses continues to drive

‘deep divisions’ within racing.

“These divisions,” he argues, “are caused by the racecourses

by and large taking the attitude that this is their money to spend

as they see fit. Meanwhile, the rest of racing, while not denying

that racecourses have legal ownership to the pictures on which

this funding is based, believes this revenue, at least morally,

belongs to the whole of racing.”

As this source of income is now reckoned to be around £150

million, Cooper suggests that “it is self-evident that racing finds

it impossible to put together any sort of meaningful financial

plan without knowing the details on which this evidence is

based.” Showing admirable restraint and diplomacy, he

concludes that it is “difficult to understand” what justification

there is for racecourses to continue to hide details of media

rights income under a veil of secrecy.

One thing is crystal clear: if horsemen did not enter horses to

race on our racecourses, there would be no racing, and no

income from media rights. As Cooper notes, “it is the owners,

trainers, jockeys and stable staff who provide the raw material

on which every racecourse depends.”

Whether or not the racecourses should contribute more of this

income to prize-money is not the issue here; rather it’s whether

it is realistic, or equitable, to expect negotiations to proceed

when horsemen are denied information which would be crucial

to their making a balanced assessment of whether racecourses

are acting fairly in the contributions they propose.

A lack of fairness has led, and will continue to lead, to a lack of

trust.
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*********************************************
HAVE little doubt that the publication of A Life Well

Lived, the BHA’s industry-wide horse welfare strategy, will

have involved many, many hours of careful planning and

preparation. How gutted must they be, then, that much of the

initial media coverage zoomed in on the issue of the whip?

Radio 5 Live’s news broadcasts talked about inadequacy of

whip measures, as did The Times. Even the Racing Post’s front-

page story, under the banner headline ‘A Bright New Dawn’,

managed to mention stronger penalties for misuse of the whip at

the start of paragraph three. An inauspicious start?
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